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From his dirty-blond hair and breathtaking smile, to the abs from heaven and the
irresistible V in his waistline, everything about Bodi Olympic-gold-medalist Banks
screams hot piece of @$$. Yet there's more. Dark shadows lurk behind his soulful,
serious eyes. I'm enamored. He's captured me. How can running an art foundation with
Bodi Banks turns into a slow-burning, epic romance, even though he tries to push me
away at every chance? How can I stay away from a broken, routine-driven man whose
soul cries to be forgiven for a crime only he believes he committed? Or is that a lie?
“Over two decades, Brett Favre was as compelling a figure as any in the National
Football League. He alone was 'Must-See TV.' In Gunslinger, Jeff Pearlman provides
an extraordinary look at every facet of the life of a man who performed on sport's
grandest stage and who had one helluva time along the way.”—Al Michaels In
Gunslinger, Jeff Pearlman tells Brett Favre’s story for the first time, charting his
unparalleled journey from a rough rural childhood and lackluster high school football
career to landing the last scholarship at Southern Mississippi, to a car accident that
nearly took his life, and eventually to the NFL and Green Bay, where he restored the
Packers to greatness and inspired a fan base as passionate as any in the game. Yet he
struggled with demons: addiction, infidelity, the loss of his father, and a fraught,
painfully prolonged exit from the game he loved, a game he couldn’t bear to leave.
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Gritty and revelatory, Gunslinger is a big sports biography of the highest order, a
fascinating portrait of the man with the rocket arm whose life has been one of triumph,
fame, tragedy, embarrassment, and—ultimately—redemption. “The compelling, complete
story of his legend, and his faults.”—Chicago Tribune
They fondly remember the times when they buzzed over the homes of their Florida
"families" to let them know to expect them for Sunday dinner. More than fifty years later,
their stories still resonate with universal emotions: fear of failure, love of country,
camaraderie, romantic love, and the pain of tragic deaths. Their stories also remind the
American reader of a unique time in our history, when, poised on the brink of war, the
United States reached out to help a country in distress."--BOOK JACKET.
With an introduction by best-selling military science fiction author David Drake and
selected by editor David Afsharirad from the top short story markets in the field, here
are the most thrilling, pulse-pounding, and thought-provoking stories of the past year.
Stories of future military men and women, space opera on a grand scale, and edge-ofyour-seat adventure tales in the pulp tradition, from giants of the genre to brilliant upand-comers. Plus, you be the judge! INTERACTIVE READER VOTING. One story from
this collection will be chosen via proctored on-line voting as Year's Best Military SF and
Space Opera, with the award to be presented at DragonCon in September 2015.M At
the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
About The Year's Best Military SF and Space Opera: "This intriguing anthology
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explores the human race•s violent potential [but] also bends toward exploration and the
triumph of the human spirit, with brave tales [that] take the reader on a fascinating,
thought-provoking, enjoyable journey . . . "¾Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Contributors: Brad R. Torgersen Michael Z. Williamson Charlie Jane Anders Linda
Nagata Seth Dickinson William Ledbetter Eric Leif Davin David D. Levine Stephen
Gaskell Michael Barretta Derek Kunsken Holly Black Robert R. Chase Matthew
Johnson
Donnie Allison was always the “other” brother of the famous NASCAR racing duo.
Perhaps only true students of NASCAR history know that Donnie Allison won ten races
in his career; that he posted top ten finishes in 47 percent of all the races he ever ran;
that four of the five times the Allison brothers ran 1-2 in a race, it was Donnie in front at
the checkers. Fewer still may know that he was Rookie of the Year in the 1970
Indianapolis 500. Little is known about Donnie Allison because he wasn’t much of a
talker. Donnie lived by the philosophy that his driving did his talking for him. Over the
years, his being so tight-lipped led to many misconceptions, twisted tales, and outright
falsehoods about Donnie Allison, his racing career, and his life. In Donnie Allison: As I
Recall . . ., he sets the record straight on a variety of subjects he’s wanted to clear up
for years, including the 1979 Daytona 500 and the famous fight in the infield with Cale
Yarborough; the win NASCAR tried to steal from him and give to Richard Petty; and his
ultra-competitive, often-combative relationship with a racing brother who didn’t like to
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lose to anybody. “I’ve got lots of stories to tell, and I want to tell them the way I
remember them,” Donnie says. In Donnie Allison: As I Recall . . ., he’s done just that.
Have you heard the rumor around campus about the locker room?If you haven't, let me
enlighten you: Legend has it if you bring a girl into the sacred after-game domain of the
baseball locker room, it will end with a walk down the aisle. One rowdy and naked
encounter against the lockers with the girl of your dreams will make her your wife.
Translation: baseball players are stupidly superstitious and believe the locker room has
magical powers. But not all baseball players are superstitious, me included. So when
the girl I've fallen for brushes me off, I start to question if I need to switch my way of
thinking. Maybe it's time I finally hand out a coveted invitation to the locker room. The
only question is, will she accept?
As the mother of hip-hop superstar Kanye West, Donda West has watched her son
grow from a brilliant baby boy with all the intimations of fame and fortune to one of the
hottest rappers on the music scene. And she has every right to be proud: she raised
her son with strong moral values, teaching him right from wrong and helping him
become the man he is today. In Raising Kanye, Donda not only pays homage to her
famous son but reflects on all the things she learned about being his mother along the
way. Featuring never-before-seen photos and compelling personal anecdotes, Donda's
powerful and inspiring memoir reveals everything from the difficulties she faced as a
single mother in the African-American community to her later experiences as Kanye's
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manager as he rose to superstardom. Speaking frankly about her son's reputation as a
"Mama's Boy," and his memorable public outbursts about gay rights and President
George W. Bush, Donda supports her son without exception, and here she shares the
invaluable wisdom she has taken away from each experience -- passion, tolerance,
patience, and above all, always telling the truth. Ultimately, she not only expresses
what her famously talented son has meant to her but what he has meant to music and
an entire generation.
This innovative study re-examines the dynamics of race relations in the post--Civil War
South from an altogether fresh perspective: field sports. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, wealthy white men from Southern cities and the industrial North
traveled to the hunting and fishing lodges of the old Confederacy -- escaping from the
office to socialize among like-minded peers. These sportsmen depended on local black
guides who knew the land and fishing holes and could ensure a successful outing. For
whites, the ability to hunt and fish freely and employ black laborers became a
conspicuous display of their wealth and social standing. But hunting and fishing had
been a way of life for all Southerners -- blacks included -- since colonial times. After the
war, African Americans used their mastery of these sports to enter into market activities
normally denied people of color, thereby becoming more economically independent
from their white employers. Whites came to view black participation in hunting and
fishing as a serious threat to the South's labor system. Scott E. Giltner shows how
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African-American freedom developed in this racially tense environment -- how blacks'
sense of competence and authority flourished in a Jim Crow setting. Giltner's thorough
research using slave narratives, sportsmen's recollections, records of fish and game
clubs, and sporting periodicals offers a unique perspective on the African-American
struggle for independence from the end of the Civil War to the 1920s. -- Stephen A.
West
There are exceptions to every rule. Jada Stanley is starting over, freeing herself from her past.
Following the rules she's given herself is easy enough, until she meets HIM. He's gorgeous,
cocky, and everything she needs to avoid, but that's easier said than done. Cane Alexander
has his own set of guidelines, a plan to keep his life simple and free of complications. But Jada
is a temptation he can't resist. As their lives entwine, they realize one thing: there's an
exception to every rule.
The Duke sisters return in this fabulous finale to the Hotlanta trilogy! At their prestigious Atlanta
high school, twins Sydney and Lauren Duke rule the roost. While straight-A Sydney wields her
power in Tory Burch flats and pearl studs, reckless, sultry Lauren makes it happen as head of
the cheerleading squad. But the girls' messy family history - and their involvement in a dark
mystery- may topple everything they hold dear. Their mother and stepfather want to tear apart
Sydney and her new boyfriend. And Lauren's true love, Jermaine, is tied to sketchy dealings on
the wrong side of town. Can the Duke sisters redeem themselves while staying true to what's
real?
Finley and Brody are in their own little bubble of deep, indescribable love. Finley's quirky ways
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are the perfect compliment to Brody's scandalously sexy passion. So Finley is undeniably
crushed when she gets a hard dose of reality from her doctor. She can't have children. Not
now. Not ever. Crippled with the fear of how Brody will react when he hears the news, Finley
does the only thing she can think of--she runs.Leaving behind all that she knows, Finley hops
on an international flight to London to move in with her eccentric, childhood best friend, Leslie.
With a plethora of new people and experiences to distract her, Finley is surprised when a
cheeky Brit named Liam, a self-proclaimed fixer, is determined to help her forget. The only
problem is...a large part of Finley's heart is still with Brody.
Designer clothes. Gorgeous boys. Family secrets. Major drama. Welcome to Atlanta and the
lives of the Duke twins, Sydney and Lauren. They don't call it Hotlanta for nothing! The Duke
twins, Sydney and Lauren, live the life: They attend the fanciest school in Atlanta, they live in
Buckhead, the most exclusive neighborhood, and they only date the hottest guys. And their
secrets? Are the darkest of all. When their estranged father is released from prison and a
murder is committed, their lives are plunged into a whirlwind of tabloid scrutiny, vicious gossip,
and shocking revelation. Lauren, always such a party girl, and Sydney, bent on perfection by
way of the Ivy League, can't trust anyone. Not their mother, not their rich stepfather. Maybe not
even each other.
With over half-a-million copies sold worldwide, come see why readers and authors alike all call
this, "an unforgettable story that will stay with you for years," by New York Times Bestselling
Author, J. Sterling. He's a game she never intended to play. And she's the game changer he
never knew he needed. The Perfect Game tells the story of college juniors, Cassie Andrews &
Jack Carter. When Cassie meets rising baseball hopeful Jack, she is determined to steer clear
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of him and his typical cocky attitude. But Jack has other things on his mind... like getting
Cassie to give him the time of day. They're both damaged, filled with mistrust and guarded
before they find one another (and themselves) in this emotional journey about love and
forgiveness. Strap yourselves for a ride that will not only break your heart, but put it back
together. Sometimes life gets ugly before it gets beautiful.
Pharmacy Calculations: An Introduction for Pharmacy Technicians is designed for pharmacy
technician students enrolled in a training program, technicians preparing for the certification
exam, and for on-site training. As the role for pharmacy technicians continues to evolve and
expand, one thing remains constant. The safety of patients is the highest priority for anyone
working in pharmacy, whether in hospital, retail, or institutional practices. A thorough
understanding of pharmacy math ensures accuracy in computations and safety and quality in
practice. This book offers a complete review of the basic mathematics concepts and skills,
which provide a foundation for more advanced understanding of pharmacy-related topics. The
guide provides students with the pharmacy basics necessary for correctly interpreting
prescriptions and drug orders, and for performing dosing calculations that technicians face
every day. The chapters are broken down into four units and are organized to complement
most pharmacy technician training curricula and to support the ASHP model curriculum: ·
Review of Mathematics · Systems of Measurement · Preparing for Problem Solving in
Pharmacy · Dosing Calculations and Other Pharmacy Problems Key features throughout the
book include: · Chapter objectives · Key terms and definitions · Examples of problem scenarios
or calculations questions and solutions · “Tech Note!” —provides a highlight of key points within
the chapters · “Numbers at Work” —illustrates why key concepts are important to know and
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skills are critical to master · Practice problems · A test bank · Appendices that include the parts
of a prescription, a glossary of terms, conversions, and abbreviations tables. For additional
resources related to this book, visit www.ashp.org/techcalculations.
BOOK 2 - FAME, available now!"All in all, one of the most awesome books I have ever read. I
never, ever do this, but... 5.5/5" ""I swear this author should write for TV. Meghan really gives
great drama!" "You're an addiction I can't overcome, no matter how hard I try." - Rook Tyler His
life consists of his best friend, Jack Daniels, his favorite drug of choice and women. Rook Tyler
lives for performing at night and wasting the rest of his days washing away the pain from his
childhood so he doesn't have to feel anything...ever. The only people he trusts are his band
mates from Shattered Souls and he wants to keep it that way. His life was completely under
control and simple until he heard the voice of Maisy Madison filter through The Tavern
speakers. Growing up in the foster care system with her two other band mates from Twisted
Perfection, Maisy finds herself doing pretty much anything to get her and her band noticed but
nothing seems to be working. One lucky night, Shattered Souls, the most popular band in the
country, decides to show up at their little concert and luckily signs them on the spot. But the
arena venues and massive amount of fans isn't what has Maisy shaking in her heels. It's the
deep baritone voice of Rook Tyler that has haunted her dreams for years which has her
wondering if she can actually go through with the tour. The force is almost too strong. He can
feel her everywhere he goes and no matter how much he tries to resist her, he finds himself
gravitating towards Maisy, wanting to hold her, kiss her and touch her. He knows he shouldn't
get involved. He knows no matter what, he will end up hurting her but he can't help it, his soul
is connected to hers and the pull is too strong for him to resist. Rook warned her time and time
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again but she doesn't listen, she doesn't want to listen. She needs him and she doesn't care
that she knows deep down in her heart that their relationship is going to end in disaster.She
refuses to acknowledge that no matter what they do, their love is toxic.
Let me ask you a question: If someone is vying for your spot on a team and just so happens to
injure you during practice, would you believe it was on purpose? Word around campus is... it
was no accident. That injury has cost me everything; my starting position, my junior year - and
the draft. Now, I'm a senior fresh off recovery, struggling to find my groove, until the day I run
into a nervous, fidgety, girl with freckles, in the dining hall. They call Milly Potter The Baseball
Whisperer, The Diamond Wizard, and The Epitome of All Knowledge. She believes in baseball.
She breathes it. She's the queen of an infamous dynasty, but no one actually knows who she
really is, and she plans to keep it that way. One mishap in the panini line, one
miscommunication in the weight room, and many failed attempts at an apology equal up to one
solid truth -- Milly Potter never wants to speak to me again -- no matter how good my forearms
look. Little do we both know, she's about to become more than just my fairy ballmother..."-Back cover.
Reese King: Olympic medalist, underwear model, Greek god.His body is chiseled from rock,
sculpted by the weight room, and refined by water.On a daily basis his skin is completely bare
for everyone to see, tan and defined, only covered up by a minuscule piece of spandex. There
is no denying his sex appeal.I hate to admit it, but I'm head over heels infatuated with
him.There is one HUGE problem though. His achingly gorgeous abs, inked up arm, and cocky
swagger belong to my boss, the high-profile, reality star bitch from hell and certified heinous
human being, Bellini Chambers.What I think is going to be an easy job assisting a glorified
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wench turns into a cluster f*ck of epic proportions.
My life is a hot mess.Single, working, and raising two daughters, it's a miracle I get us up,
dressed, and fed every morning. Forget about dating-nobody's got time for that. Even if love
hadn't left me jaded, I'm not settling for anything less than perfect this time around. Lucky for
me, the perfect man just happens to work in my office. But there's just one small problem: he's
my boss, and is totally off limits. But hey, if it's meant to be, it'll find a way, right?Then a night
out with friends turns into a night in with the walking-talking bad boy cliche of a bartender. It's
just one night. No harm, no foul, right?Except when the hot bartender turns out to be my boss's
trouble-making brother, who wants more than just one night with me. The more I resist the
spark between us, the more I find myself wanting him too. Which puts me in the middle of what
could be the biggest sibling rivalry of the century.Life is messy. And love? Well, love is even
messier.
Playing the Field (Hot-Lanta Series, Book Two)
The purpose of the child maltreatment uniform definitions and recommended data elements is
to present a definition of child maltreatment, its associated terms, and recommended data
elements for voluntary use by individuals and organizations in the public health community.
The definitions and data elements are intended to promote and improve consistency of child
maltreatment surveillance for public health practices. It is designed to be used by state and
local health department staff to assist in and provide a framework for the collection of public
health surveillance data on child maltreatment. The definitions included in the document draw
upon definitions that are currently in use in the literature and were adapted in collaboration with
a panel of experts on child maltreatment and public health surveillance. The definitions and
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data elements are designed be flexible tools for developing an ongoing surveillance system.
Agencies that use the document can modify data elements to fit their system. This document is
the third in a series of Uniform Definitions and Recommended Data Elements which includes:
Intimate Partner Violence Surveillance: Uniform Definitions and Recommended Data Elements
and Sexual Violence Surveillance: Uniform Definitions and Recommended Data Elements.
BREAKING NEWS: The Bad Boy of Baseball, Maddox Paige, is totally and utterly whipped.
Okay, that might not be the headlines in the newspaper this morning, but it's the reality of my
current situation. It all started a month ago when I received a call from my best friend, Kinsley.
She got a new job in Chicago and needed a place to stay. I've known the girl since I was five,
what harm would it be to have her stay at my place for a while?Ha! Total disaster. Now instead
of going out every night with my teammates, I'm couch surfing and sketching endless photos of
my best friend . . . but that's the least of my concerns. The disaster, you ask? I'm rapidly falling
head over cleats in love with my best friend, my roommate, and my number one fan. And she
has no idea . . .
The gang is back and this time there is a wedding to celebrate, except that is the last thing on
Molly Meyers' mind. After losing her fiancé, Luke, two years ago, the last thing on her mind is
helping her best friend, Jane Bradley, plan her wedding and celebrate the annoyingly,
obnoxious, lovey-dovey relationship Jane has with Braves first baseman, Brady Matthews.
Austin Lee, rookie outfielder for the Braves finds himself in the middle of a blonde tornado
known as Molly. When her fiancé died, he gave her space and time to heal but always admired
her from a far. Never in a million years did he think he would be bedding his dream girl and
planning a future with her starring as his leading lady. Patty O'Neil, abuse victim and Jane's
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friend, finds herself struggling to let any man back in her life. Marc Sullivan, Braves catcher
and Brady's best friend, wants to be that man in Patty's life but is finding it awfully difficult to
crack the wall Patty built around herself. Patty wants Marc as a friend but Marc wants more.
Lucy Reynolds, Austin's best friend and Molly's worst enemy never thought she would find the
love of her life while sitting in a café, eating Greek food and reading her Kindle but she did.
Connor Cartwright luckily came into her life and she couldn't be happier. The only problem
is...he is Luke's brother, something Molly can't seem to accept. "Playing the Field" goes
through the lives of the Hot-Lanta gang as they tangle a drama filled web together, screwing
each other, lying to one another, and sabotaging each other's lives. Follow their story as once
again the drama unfolds, feelings are hurt, slaps are thrown and Hot-Mess Molly tries to make
everyone just as unhappy and miserable as she is.
Aaron W. Marrs challenges the accepted understanding of economic and industrial growth in
antebellum America with this original study of the history of the railroad in the Old South.
Drawing from both familiar and overlooked sources, such as the personal diaries of Southern
travelers, papers and letters from civil engineers, corporate records, and contemporary
newspaper accounts, Marrs skillfully expands on the conventional business histories that have
characterized scholarship in this field. He situates railroads in the fullness of antebellum life,
examining how slavery, technology, labor, social convention, and the environment shaped their
evolution. Far from seeing the Old South as backward and premodern, Marrs finds evidence of
urban life, industry, and entrepreneurship throughout the region. But these signs of progress
existed alongside efforts to preserve traditional ways of life. Railroads exemplified Southerners'
pursuit of progress on their own terms: developing modern transportation while retaining a
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conservative social order. Railroads in the Old South demonstrates that a simple approach to
the Old South fails to do justice to its complexity and contradictions. -- Dr. Owen Brown and Dr.
Gale E. Gibson
BeccaI hated before I loved.I loved and then I lost.And the only man I've ever wanted is the
one out of reach.Temptation is the Devil's candy, but I lost my faith in God years ago.He's
forbidden.Off-limits.My biggest secret.One I'm determined to take to my grave.I've learned to
live in the ghost of his memory. Craving his touch, but relieved he never comes home.Until one
day, he does. And everything comes crashing down.After all, nothing secret stays hidden for
long.EliI lost before I left.I left and then I loved.And the only woman I've ever seen is the one
that I resent.There's a thin line between love and hate, but I stopped playing in-bounds years
ago.She's forbidden.Off-limits.My sister's best friend.The one who blazes like the sun.I've
learned to live in the shade.Forgetting the heat and embracing the cold.Until finally, I'm home.
And everything goes up in flames.After all, she's the one who lights my fire, and I always chase
the match.
Discover the Carolinas and Georgia with Moon Travel Guides From humming bluegrass and
rolling mountains, to lazy beach towns and buzzing cities, get to know the heart of the South
with Moon Carolinas & Georgia. Strategic itineraries for every timeline and budget, designed
for road-trippers, history buffs, beach bums, hikers, and more Activities and ideas for every
traveler: Drive past mountains and waterfalls on a Blue Ridge Parkway road trip, or go
camping in the Smokies. Stroll the winding streets of historic Charleston, or admire antebellum
architecture in Savannah. Watch the sun set over the boardwalk at Myrtle Beach, or relax on
remote stretches of the Outer Banks. Set a tee time in Hilton Head, or bar-hop through
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downtown Atlanta. Visit celebrated Civil Rights landmarks, or tour the illuminating remnants of
the Civil War. Catch a live bluegrass show while savoring a local brew, and find the local best
spots for finger-lickin good barbecue Firsthand perspective from Savannah local and regional
expert Jim Morekis Honest advice on when to go, where to stay, and how to get around Fullcolor photos and detailed, easy-to-use maps for navigating the three states independently
Detailed and thorough information, including crucial background on culture and history,
geography, and regional vernacular With Moon Carolinas & Georgia's practical tips, myriad
activities, and local insight on the best things to do and see, you can plan your trip your way.
Diving deeper into the cities? Try Moon Charleston & Savannah. Hitting the road? Check out
Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip.
BOOK TWO IN THE BOURBON SERIES How did I become a Jett Girl? Hell if I know, one
moment I'm working at the premiere spot for creepy men and sloppy drunks and the next, I'm
being whisked away by a moody ex-boxer and a mysterious man in a suit that overlooks his
girls from the third floor of the Lafayette Club. It wasn't easy but now that I'm a Jett Girl, there is
only one thing on my mind and that is Jett Colby. He has captured me, stolen my heart and
entwined my soul into his at such an alarming rate that it seems almost difficult to breathe
without him holding me, touching me, kissing me... He won't give me his heart though, he won't
let me own every last inch of him and not because he doesn't want to, but because he doesn't
want to jeopardize my ambiguity. Because of this, there is only one thing standing in my way
when it comes to completely and utterly living my life with Jett Colby and it's called Lot 17.
Which is more dangerous, a gun or a swimming pool? What do schoolteachers and sumo
wrestlers have in common? How much do parents really matter? These may not sound like
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typical questions for an economist to ask. But Steven D. Levitt is not a typical economist. He
studies the riddles of everyday life--from cheating and crime to parenting and sports--and
reaches conclusions that turn conventional wisdom on its head. Freakonomics is a
groundbreaking collaboration between Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner, an award-winning author
and journalist. They set out to explore the inner workings of a crack gang, the truth about real
estate agents, the secrets of the Ku Klux Klan, and much more. Through forceful storytelling
and wry insight, they show that economics is, at root, the study of incentives--how people get
what they want or need, especially when other people want or need the same thing.
BOOK 1 OF THE LOVE AND SPORTS SERIES BOOK 2 (DOUBLE COVERAGE) AND THE
FINAL BOOK 3 (THREE AND OUT) AVAILABLE NOW "This book had a lot going for it. There
was a lot I really enjoyed... the double athlete angle, their interesting personalities, and the side
story of Lexi's two best friends." "This book kept me attached to it all day. It's what I like to call
a 'mommy can't function as a mommy' book" Training, playing ball and studying is Lexi's life
and it never seems to bother her until her friend, Parker Hill, points out to her that sweat pants
on a Friday night while watching sappy romance movies isn't really living up her last year in
college. Lexi didn't see the need to party since she didn't know what the hell she was doing
with her life after college but her friends wouldn't take no for an answer. Little did she know
going to the first party of the season was going to flip her world upside down. Jake Taylor,
starting quarterback for Cal U and campus heart throb spent his entire college career, partying,
getting drunk and winning football games but it is all finally catching up to him. He is ready to
throw in the towel of his partying days when he decides to have one more last fling. That is
when he runs into the one person that could turn his life inside out. Lexi wants nothing to do
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with Jake and his partying ways but after one bet gone wrong , she finds herself on a date with
the annoyingly obnoxious, egotistical heart throb. Even though she wants nothing to do with
him, she finds herself gravitating toward him and giving into his charm. They fall hard and fast
for each other as they find love, comfort and a home. They live in their own littler world where
nothing matters besides the love they share for each other. But love isn't enough for Lexi when
she is trying to find her way after college. She slowly sinks into Jake's shadow and finds herself
clawing out of the Jake sized hole she buried herself in so she can find who she is, who she
wants to be and what her future holds for her. Fair Catch is a true love story that goes through
the trials and tribulations of Jake and Lexi's insecurities, jealousies, short comings and strong
personalities. Love is one hell of a strong bond but sometimes, it's not strong enough. Follow
Jake and Lexi as they try to hold on to the love they share while they try to find themselves and
find out what life is after graduation.
Falling in love is easy. Falling out of love is the hardest thing in the world. And Elin and Ty
Whitt are terrible at it. The first time the local basketball star smiled at Elin, she was a goner. It
was just so damn easy to fall for the dark-haired hometown hero with his charming smile and
strong, athletic build. Thousands of sleepy smiles, aimless drives down country roads, and
squeaks of the backdoor after a swing shift later, reality hits. And it hits hard. Falling in love
was definitely the easy part. Watching it break apart was impossible. Through the tears, the
second-guesses, the memories of a life built together, the world keeps spinning. With each turn
comes clarity and hope-sometimes in the form of a pair of muddy boots by the back door or
from the words of a wise friend. When Ty shows back up with a new found determination to put
his family back together, Elin's torn between the fights of the past and the possibility of a new
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start. This is the man that holds her heart, the man she loves beyond anything else. But this is
also the one person in the world that can cause her the most pain. Life's not always easy.
Love's not for the faint of heart. But with life comes lessons and Ty and Elin have the scars to
prove it. But it's their love written in those scars that will hold them together ... or break them
apart.
You thought you knew everything there was to know about Jack and Cassie’s story…but you
were wrong. From New York Times best-selling author J. Sterling, we dive headfirst back into
the epic love story that started it all, The Perfect Game, but this time from Dean Carter’s point
of view. Freshman Dean Carter is the younger brother of campus hotshot Jack. Abandoned by
their parents when they were young, Dean and Jack have a bond that most brothers only wish
for. As Jack follows his dream of becoming a professional baseball player, he falls in love
along the way with aspiring photographer Cassie Andrews. We see Jack get the girl—then lose
the girl—and we follow his painful journey through it all via the eyes of his adoring younger
brother, Dean. With never-before-seen scenes and fresh new dialogue, Dean’s point of view is
an emotional journey through relationships and the trials that test them. This isn’t the same old
love story…but you will still fall. Let the gang steal your heart all over again in The Other Game.
**BOOK THREE IN THIS SERIES (WARNING TRACK) AVAILABLE NOW** SPOILER
ALERT: Don't read this book summary if you have not read book one, Caught Looking. The
gang is back and this time there is a wedding to celebrate, except that is the last thing on Molly
Meyers' mind. After losing her fiancé, Luke, two years ago, the last thing on her mind is helping
her best friend, Jane Bradley, plan her wedding and celebrate the annoyingly, obnoxious, loveydovey relationship Jane has with Braves first baseman, Brady Matthews. Austin Lee, rookie
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outfielder for the Braves finds himself in the middle of a blonde tornado known as Molly. When
her fiancé died, he gave her space and time to heal but always admired her from a far. Never
in a million years did he think he would be bedding his dream girl and planning a future with
her starring as his leading lady. Patty O'Neil, abuse victim and Jane's friend, finds herself
struggling to let any man back in her life. Marc Sullivan, Braves catcher and Brady's best
friend, wants to be that man in Patty's life but is finding it awfully difficult to crack the wall Patty
built around herself. Patty wants Marc as a friend but Marc wants more. Lucy Reynolds,
Austin's best friend and Molly's worst enemy never thought she would find the love of her life
while sitting in a café, eating Greek food and reading her Kindle but she did. Connor Cartwright
luckily came into her life and she couldn't be happier. The only problem is...he is Luke's
brother, something Molly can't seem to accept. "Playing the Field" goes through the lives of the
Hot-Lanta gang as they tangle a drama filled web together, screwing each other, lying to one
another, and sabotaging each other's lives. Follow their story as once again the drama unfolds,
feelings are hurt, slaps are thrown and Hot-Mess Molly tries to make everyone just as unhappy
and miserable as she is.
What do ice cream and Sadie Montgomery have in common? They're both ice cold, but one
taste is never enough.I wanted to be friends - I would have even settled for her seeing me as
anything but a nerd - but there was no getting through. So just like any hard-headed, redblooded man out there, I made up my mind.I'd make my coworker fall for me.I'd like to say it
was simple, but like every other epic love story, all it took was one drunken night and a lot of
naked courage to get the girl. For a moment, at least.Love with a coworker is never simple,
especially since Sadie's trying to keep us on the low. Not to mention her persistent exPage 19/23
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boyfriend who won't leave her alone. But I've never been good at giving up, and I don't plan to
start now.The whole thing is a recipe for a rocky road, but I plan to eat the whole gallon, no
matter how bad the brain freeze.

Designer clothes. Gorgeous boys. Family secrets. Major drama. The Duke twins
and their fabulous Atlanta lives are back...proving why they don't call it Hotlanta
for nothing! Twins Sydney and Lauren Duke are the privileged princesses of the
Atlanta social scene. But an unsolved murder mystery keeps drawing them back
to the wrong side of town. There, wild child Lauren has to risk everything to
protect the boy who's stolen her heart. And prim-and-proper Sydney discovers
details about their family's past that no one-least of all the girls' fiercely guarded
mother-wants to face. When the twins realize what they're up against, can they
deal with the dark, dangerous truth
It has long been assumed that product innovations are usually developed by
product manufacturers, but this book shows that innovation occurs in different
places in different industries.
“Whitfield, star of Bravo’s reality television show The Real Housewives of
Atlanta, makes her fiction debut with this tale of a young woman overwhelmed in
the big city.” —Library Journal Fresh out of college, Sasha Wellington’s got her
career as a fashion designer and entrepreneur all planned out. When fate points
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her to Atlanta, she sets out to make her dreams come true . . . Before she knows
it, Sasha’s befriended by two rival BFFs. First there’s Norman, savvy stylist to
Atlanta’s stars, from the A-list on down. Then there’s Paris, an outrageous
personality with a questionable nightlife. Between their antics, Sasha’s beyond
grateful for her coworker, Casey. Married to an NBA player, Casey’s got class.
But there’s more than meets the eye to being a baller’s wife. And the more time
Sasha spends among the movers and shakers, the clearer it gets that just like on
reality TV, the truth lies behind-the-scenes. Still, she’s not worried about getting
caught up in the drama—until she’s romanced by a baller of her own...
He's hot. Like, stop breathing kind of hot with his killer body, vivid blue eyes, and
constant five o'clock shadow. Did I mention his body? Watching Hollis Knightly,
Olympic diving gold medalist, man-pony specialist-and cocky bastard-stand up
on the diving platform in nothing but a small piece of Spandex? Yeah, I'm
beguiled. And easily seduced. I want to keep things light but he won't leave me
alone. And hell, if he's not wearing me thin. What is supposed to be a simple
summer fling with a very hot man, has now morphed into a f*cked-up mess of
feelings, attachment, and dare I say it...love. But I don't do relationships. And
Hollis Knightly does.
On a Caribbean island, the morning after a full moon, Felix Hobain tears through
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the market in a drunken rage. Taken away to sober up in jail, all that night he is
gripped by hallucinations: the impoverished hermit believes he has become a
healer, walking from village to village, tending to the sick, waiting for a sign from
God. In this dream, his one companion, Moustique, wants to exploit his power.
Moustique decides to impersonate a prophet himself, ignoring a coffin-maker who
warns him he will die and enraging the people of the island. Hobain, half-awake
in his desolate jail cell, terrorized by the specter of his friend's corruption, clings
to his visionary quest. He will try to transform himself; to heal Moustique, his
jailer, and his jail-mates; and to be a leader for his people. Dream on Monkey
Mountain was awarded the 1971 Obie Award for a Distinguished Foreign Play
when it was first presented in New York, and Edith Oliver, writing in The New
Yorker, called it "a masterpiece." Three of Derek's Walcott's most popular short
plays are also included in this volume: Ti-Jean and His Brothers; Malcochon, or
The Six in the Rain; and The Sea at Dauphin. In an expansive introductory
essay, "What the Twilight Says," the playwright explains his founding of the
seminal dramatic company where these works were first performed, the Trinidad
Theatre Workshop. First published in 1970, Dream on Monkey Mountain and
Other Plays is an essential part of Walcott's vast and important body of work.
The easy way to get keyed up on the keyboard Where Piano For Dummies helps
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budding musicians to master the black-and-white musical keyboard, Keyboard
For Dummies helps them understand the possibilities that unfold when those
black-and-whites are connected to state-of-the-art music technology. Keyboard
For Dummies explains the ins-and-outs of modern keyboards and helps you get
the most out of their capabilities. Key content coverage includes: an overview of
the types of keyboards available today and how they differ from acoustic pianos;
expert advice on choosing the right keyboard for your wants/needs and how to
shop and compare the various models; a close look at the types of sounds an
electronic keyboard offers and how to achieve them; step-by-step instruction on
how to use keyboards anywhere using external speakers, amps, home stereos,
computers, and tablets; guidance on how to use keyboard software and
applications to get the most out of keyboard technology; and much more. A
multimedia component for this title will be hosted at Dummies.com and includes
companion audio tracks that demonstrate techniques and sounds found in the
book Step-by-step instructions make learning keyboard easy and fun Introduces
you to the musical possibilities of the keyboard If you're new to the keyboard or
looking to take your skills to the next level, Keyboard For Dummies is a thorough
guide to the ins and outs of this popular instrument.
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